Taylor & Taylor: STEDMAN'S MEDICAL DICTIONARY—19th ed.

“This dictionary has been thoroughly revised . . . The valuable derivations are maintained, because citizenship of words is often neglected. Increase of vocabulary is obvious, for the book is much larger. There is greater wealth of definitions, clearly and cleanly stated. The reader will be surprised to find how few words are needed to define a subject, and will be delighted to find definitions shorn of gabbling, extraneous wording. It is a pleasure to use . . .”—Northwest Med.

"...very well printed, two columns, with thumb indexes for every second letter. To a person who hopes to keep anywhere near up-to-date in medicine, this dictionary is a necessity. The words are all set out in black-face type, easy to distinguish from the regular text."—J. Michigan M. Soc.

Edited by NORMAN BURKE TAYLOR, V.D., M.D., F.R.S.C., F.R.C.S.(Edin.), M.R.C.S. (Lon.), University of Western Ontario and formerly of the University of Toronto; in collaboration with Lieut. Col. ALLEN ELLSWORTH TAYLOR, D.S.O., M.A., Classical Editor
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MOVING?

To be sure of receiving every issue of your Journal, notify the publisher 60 days in advance. Supply: your old address; your new address; and the name of the journal to which you subscribe.

Journals sent to your former address will be destroyed unless you notify your postmaster that you will pay the forwarding postage.

You can replace missing journals only by purchasing duplicates from the publisher—at the regular price of single issues—and our stock of overcopies may be exhausted by that time.

So—well before moving day—notify:
the

CFN rat

is now available.

Produced only in limited numbers for the past three years, this unique biological research tool is now offered for sale to all investigators who demand superiority in their working materials.

Pilot studies in hormone assay, the phenomena of shock, with glandular products and other diversified experiments have confirmed the CFN's promise of unusual hardness, vigor and health, resistance to stress, and uniformity in response for reproducibility of results.

Order now for preferential placement on our shipping schedule. Price lists and additional information may be obtained from:

Carworth Farms, Inc.
New City, Rockland County, New York